
Inner Circle 2 

Hi everyone, John Thornhill here. Welcome to this Inner Circle mastermind session.  

Right then guys, this month I thought it would be best for me to sort of take you behind the 

scenes of my Simple Traffic Solutions launch. Obviously the launch hasn't really ended, but I 

had a launch competition that ended on the 30th November. I just want to show you some 

of the things I've been doing and some of the results I've been getting. Hopefully this is 

going to help you when you either come to launch a future product, or launch your very first 

product.  

What I will try and do aswell, I'll try and answer questions along the way, as I go. I'll try and 

keep an eye on the question box so if you've got any questions as we go just type away and 

I'll try and get them covered, but at the end as well we'll also do Q&A. 

So, I want to start with Simple Traffic Solutions, the actual sales page. 

I thought it was very, very important for me to put as much into this product as I possibly 

could. I actually spent about a total of three months working on this product, and obviously I 

sold the product for $4.95, and I personally believe the product is worth a lot more than 

that. The reason I sold it for $4.95 is because I wanted to make as many sales as I possibly 

could. Now I could have sold this product for maybe $97 and possibly have made more 

money on the front end, but for me and what I'm going to show you, it's all about the back 

end. It's not really what you do when you sell your product that makes you the money. Yes, 

it makes you money, but you more a lot more by doing other things behind the scenes, and 

that's what I'm going to show you. The actual sales page, I wanted to make sure that it was 

the best it could be so I had this sales page made into a graphical page. I actually gave this to 

the guys at GFX1, I wrote a basic page and in my opinion this is probably the best sales page 



I've ever had, I've ever created, because of the graphics and because of the story I tell. This 

bit here, this is the main hook on the sales page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The fact that I lost my Google AdWords account, and I believe this is the sort of copy that 

makes people want to read more, you know 'what happened to John, what did he do?' that 

sort of thing. While I'm not what I would consider an expert when it comes to copywriting, 

when I write any copy I always try to tell a story. If you can take anything away about writing 

a copy, tell a story. Usually about a struggle or something you overcame and that's what I 

sort of did with this page, and it converted fantastically well. For just about every person  

who promoted this product it converted at least 10%, which is quite phenomenal for any 

page. 

So that was the product. Obviously you guys have all seen this product that's how you are 

on this webinar right now. I want of sort of now take you through the sales flow.  

Brian's just asking where did I get the graphics for Simple Traffic Solutions.  

It was Steve from GFX1, I can actually put a link underneath the replay when I do it if anyone 

needs it.  

 

 

 

 

 



The goal was to sell as many copies of Simple Traffic Solutions as possible, because I wanted 

to put everyone who bought through a sales funnel. You guys will remember this, when you 

bought Simple Traffic Solutions you are taken here.  

This is the sales page for The Inner Circle. Now obviously you guys seen this because you 

wouldn't be watching this webinar right now. So that's the first thing that happens when 

you buy Simple Traffic Solutions. This sort of page and this layout is something I've used 

quite a few times before, me talking to the camera welcoming you to the product you've 

just bought, thanking you for your purchase, and then just going through what I can teach 

you if you want to take things to the next level. Which is what we are doing right now.  

This page works well. This sort of style for me works well, I've done it before with a couple 

of products and I've just found that talking to the camera, looking to the camera, explaining 

what people are going to get, for an upsell for me works fine. So that's what happens next, 

and you know that because like I say, you are here. 

Now whether you said yes to this offer, or no to this offer, you are then taken here 



This was the One Month Mentor program. This is a program I actually launched in 2010 for 

$297. The plan was, I launched this in April as a WSO, and the plan was to launch it in April 

and that was going to be it. But I figured to myself why not make one last offer as part of 

this sales flow, and offer the One Month Mentor program, and this went very well as well, 

I'll be revealing the sales figures soon. This was all there was in the funnel. So there was a 

sales page for The Inner Circle, and a sales page for the One Month Mentor program, that 

was it. I personally believe if you start offering 3,4,5 upsells, you start to get on people's 

nerves and they start to get annoyed because they just want to get to their purchase. That's 

why I actually say on this page, 'this is your final offer'. Some people will be thinking 'thank 

goodness for that' because some people don't like upsells, that's just the way it is. But this 

model works well.  

The model I try to do when I have a sales funnel in place is I always try to put something 

recurring in. Incidentally The Inner Circle will be getting added to more of my products, it's 

going to be a generic upsell, and I always try to put something else in on the back end. What 

I also try to put in, or at least what I've started to do, is put something in high ticket, and 

that's what I'm going to cover in a moment.  

We've got two upsells at the moment, we've got The Inner Circle and we've got the One 

Month Mentor. Remember The Inner Circle is recurring. Now, this part is very, very 

important, something that I want to share with you guys about your download page. 

Obviously when you log in to Simple Traffic Solutions, which you guys have done, you get 

three steps. As you can see we have step one of three, which is to register for updates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I actually have the wishlist members script which I use automatically add you, you just have 

to confirm with Aweber, but just in case, as a backup I have you register for updates. 

Obviously this is your personal choice, you don't have to do that, but what I find is over 90% 

of people will register for updates. Now what I don't do, and what I see other marketers do 

which I don't agree with, is I don't force people to opt-in to get their purchase. I personally 

believe that's not the right way to do things, and it actually annoys me as a buyer when I 

actually have to opt-in to receive a purchase. Usually when that happens I use an email 

address that I never check. But because I'm asking you here to register, I'm giving you a little 

explanation of why I want you to register, I find that over 90% do, which is a really good 

result. 

Step two of three, I have you register for bonus live training.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is very important because this contains another upsell. This actually pitches my 

Partnership To Success coaching program, which I'm going to talk about in a moment, but 

again this is step two. 

Step three is obviously to register for the Facebook group, which most of you guys have 

already done, but the numbers are nowhere near as many as the members we have, so I 

would advise you guys who aren't in the Facebook group to click that link and register 

because there's some good conversation going on in there. 

 

 

 

 

 



What I want to point out is having steps like this makes people take notice of what you want 

them to do. If I just had 'register for updates, register for live training, join the Facebook 

group', if I didn't have those in steps it probably wouldn't work aswell. I also believe three 

steps is enough aswell, you don't want to have step 15 or 16, you definitely don't want to do 

that. Three steps, you definitely want people to register for updates to get on your mailing 

list, then you definitely want to have some sort of maybe additional training or upsell or 

something along those lines. I always think with any product why not create a Facebook 

group. It takes nothing to do, and it's a good way to interact with your customers.  

So far so good I hope guys, that's my sales funnel so far. 

When people actually go to step two and click the link, it takes them to this page.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I'm guessing most of you guys have already seen this, this is where I do a live webinar 

presentation. This is actually where I go through everything about how I got started online, I 

completely over-deliver with content, completely share everything I possibly can, then at 

the very end I pitch my Partnership To Success program, which is a $2,000 coaching program 

as long as people complete the course.  

That's my full sales funnel. So we've got the Simple Traffic Solutions on the front end, The 

Inner Circle which is obviously what you guys are taking part in now, One Month Mentor as 

a final offer, and then this happens later on in the funnel. This doesn't happen right away, 

obviously you register for the training then take part in the webinar, and if you're interested 

in what I'm offering then you purchase that. This sort of sales funnel I've done a few times 

now, but what I did differently with this sales funnel was I rewarded affiliates for the whole 

funnel. Most marketers will put a funnel together and then they will usually do something 

like this what you are looking at now, and affiliates won't be rewarded. Usually there's a 

back end coaching product for sale, or they'll do a webinar and sell something high ticket, or 



they may even have a phone call where people get phoned up and offered high ticket stuff, 

I'm sure you guys have maybe been through something like that before, maybe have been 

phoned up off a marketer, or something like that. Well I didn't want to do that, I wanted to 

put a presentation together, if people wanted to turn up they turned up and if they didn't 

they didn't, so it wasn't in your face. The way it works is the people who want to listen to 

me, who want to listen to what I have to say, are going to be more likely to buy a high ticket 

product. If you are maybe not too sure about me or haven't learnt enough about me yet, 

you don't want to be looking at an offer like this right away. For example if an affiliate had 

sent you to this page to buy Simple Traffic Solutions, obviously you may be tempted to buy 

that because it's $5, but if I was offering you this right away you wouldn't even think about 

investing $2,000 in someone you didn't know. So that's why you do a webinar, because by 

then hopefully the person has consumed your products, maybe been on your Facebook 

group, interacted with you, contacted your support, whatever it may be, but by the time 

they come to take part in your webinar they will know more about you. I hope that makes 

sense guys.  

Phillip and Brian, are just saying it works because they bought, and George aswell. What I 

want to show you guys is what I do, and obviously I don't want you to feel like yeah it works 

and then John sold me whatever, obviously I believe in my Partnership To Success program 

and I believe in it enough to talk about it and talk about how I put my sales funnels together.  

This is my little reminder here. I want to share the sales results with you of Simple Traffic 

Solutions. This is the results I've had so far from my Simple Traffic Solutions launch since 

November 1st. I sold 5,624 copies of Simple Traffic Solutions, absolutely phenomenal. I 

would have been more than happy with 1,000 copies sold. It was just one of those products 

that everyone seemed to like, everyone seemed to want to promote, and like I say I think 

the main reason was the fantastic looking page and the hook which was the fact I'd been 

banned from Google and that story. Affiliates were coming to me asking how to promote, it 

was unbelievable, and sales are still happening right now. I'll probably sell a few copies 

while I am doing this webinar. It's been one of my successful launches to date. I want you to 

note that figure, $27,838. Now I know everyone here, myself included, it's a fantastic figure. 

But a lot of people, that may be all they will sell, just the front end product. That's all a lot of 

marketers would maybe think of, when there's a lot more money to be made.  

If I show you The Inner Circle, this is how many active members we have right now, 920 

members of The Inner Circle. The charge is $7.95 per month, so my maths and calculations 

tell me that is $7,314 recurring. Remember this is coming in monthly. What I want to also 

point out is this number is going up. As I keep selling copies of Simple Traffic Solutions, I 

keep selling copies of The Inner Circle. Yes people are going to cancel, that's inevitable 

people will cancel, I've had about maybe a 1.5% cancel rate since people joined. So let's just 

say for arguments sake 30 people have cancelled since the start, maybe a few more, but I'll 

probably sell 30 copies in the next three or four days so that will make up for people who 



have cancelled. At this moment it hasn't peaked, it's going up all of the time. Maybe by next 

month I'll have over 1,000 members, which would take me over $8,000 recurring. So this 

actual program is going to bring in hopefully, not very long in a few months time, over 

$10,000 per month. Think about this for a moment, The Inner Circle, I want to make sure I 

word this right, but think about if you offer a monthly program. My real commitment to this 

program is obviously doing calls, I must admit I've done quite a few calls with consultations, 

but my second commitment is doing a webinar like this once a month. Now if you've got this 

many members on board it's worth doing, it's worth me maybe spending five hours a week 

on calls, and maybe three to four hours doing a webinar, putting it together, doing the 

content, for that sort of money. That's the type of thing you want to maybe aim for, so 

when you think about putting upsells together think about can I put something monthly 

together? Is there anything I can do to deliver something on a monthly basis? I believe most 

people can do this. Most people can come up with content once per month and that 

justifies creating a membership site, a monthly recurring program. The beauty of having a 

membership site as an upsell is you only have to come up with the month's content, or the 

initial content when you start. At the moment this is only my second webinar, obviously I 

had to build the members area and put some content in there, the consultations, the 

recorded stuff and things like that, but really the content is getting added as I go along. So 

I'm just sort of earning as I create the content. I hope that makes sense.  

I think you guys get what I'm getting at so far. In four months time I'll have earned more 

from The Inner Circle than from Simple Traffic Solutions. That upsell is going to earn more 

long term, obviously it hasn't yet, but the recurring billing has actually started now, it 

started on the 1st December, so that amount of money is starting to climb every month. 

Give it about two or three months and I will be earning more from The Inner Circle than 

from Simple Traffic Solutions. That's how that is working so far.  

This one actually shocked me. Remember this is the third offer made. I've sold so far 849 

copies, this is after refunds, and that has brought in $22,932 so far. Absolutely phenomenal, 

that's shocked me. The reason it's shocked me because I launched One Month Mentor as a 

standalone product in April, had tonnes and tonnes of affiliates promote, and I sold 1700 

copies. Which was fantastic don't get me wrong, but I never expected to half that just by 

putting an upsell in place. So again that absolutely shocked me. Now what I want to try and 

get across here is I almost never put this in the funnel, I almost thought just offer Simple 

Traffic Solutions, offer The Inner Circle, and do the Partnership To Success webinar, that was 

all I was going to do. All I had to really do was put an extra page in, an extra upsell, the 

product was obviously already created, and then link to the content and that was it. It was 

hardly any work at all. So again when you come to put your funnels together, is there 

anything existing you already have? Is there anything you can maybe take from content 

you've created in the past? Failing that, is there may be some sort of private label material 

you can get hold of that's related to your main offer? Because in my opinion you should 

always try to offer two upsells in your funnel. One is fine, you know you can get away with 



one, but look at the difference just by offering an extra funnel. One Month Mentor has 

nearly earned as much as Simple Traffic Solutions, it's only just under 5k behind, and that's 

shocked me.  

Vance is just asking, "are affiliates who sell Simple Traffic Solutions getting any commissions 

on the upsell?" 

Yes Vance, and I'm going to talk about that in a little bit. That's one of the main reasons this 

did so well. 

Now that total, $58,075 in sales, that's total sales by the way I don't get all of that. Affiliates 

get 50% on those sales there, so if an affiliate came along they could earn 50% on front end, 

actually it's 75% on front end, I give away 75% on the front end product, 50% on The Inner 

Circle which is recurring so they get that every month, 50% on One Month Mentor. So that 

is $58,075 in total sales.  

This is the big one. Over the last month because of the webinars I've been doing, I've sold at 

this moment in time, 60 copies of the Partnership To Success program. I initially only 

planned to sell 20 on the first webinar, 20 on the second which I did, but I've had that many 

people enquiring that I've set up a separate page and I've managed to sell 60 copies. 

Absolutely unbelievable. I could not believe the response I got. I've sold the Partnership To 

Success program in the past, I've sold it on webinars, but I've never had a response like this. 

If every person sticks, which won't happen, people do cancel and people bail out, that's just 

part of what you do online selling, but if those 60 people stick the total sales will be 

$119,820. So that's more than double the total for everything else. That's another reason 

why, this is something most other marketers won't share, it's the back end and it's usually 

something high ticket. Most marketers would not pay a commission on that sort of money, 

so they would keep all of That money for themselves, but I decided to reward affiliates by 

offering 40% on any sales they made on the back end. That's another reason why I had so 

many affiliates promote my product, because they had the potential to earn almost $1,000 

per sale. Obviously it's not going to happen where an affiliate makes that per sale, but the 

fact that they had to earn 40% on a 2k sale was obviously a very attractive proposition for 

an affiliate.  

So that's what I've done so far. Like I said the 60 copies sold, that is a rebill process so I 

haven't got that banked yet, but everything else that you see has been recouped as total 

sales by Click Bank. But there's something else that I want to point out, so that's a grand 

total of $177,895 if everyone sticks. The point I want to keep making though is I'll keep 

selling copies of Simple Traffic Solutions, I'll keep selling The Inner Circle, I'll keep selling One 

Month Mentor, and I will keep bringing people into Partnership To Success. At the moment 

I'm not doing any more live training because I want to basically look after the people who 

have joined, so I probably won't be doing that for a while yet. Over the course of a few 

months I expect to sell another, maybe another 60 copies. So there's every reason to 



believe that this launch could possibly bring in half a million in the next twelve months. It's 

certainly possible.  

Bill is just saying "it's great to have this inside information I think you've got the funnel 

perfectly set up, but speaking for myself I would never have committed to Partnership To 

Success having not been for the merit of your other products". 

Yeah well obviously Bill, the key is here I completely over deliver with Simple Traffic 

Solutions at $4.95, I believe I'm completely over delivering with The Inner Circle for what I 

give you guys for $7.95. I personally believe as long as you use the membership site, attend 

the webinars and do the consultations you get your value, and the One Month Mentor was 

a $297 product and people happily paid that. So I believe I have completely over delivered, 

and that's what you have to do, you have to over deliver with your main product to get 

people interested in anything high ticket. Obviously if you don't, if you logged in to Simple 

Traffic Solutions and it didn't deliver, there was maybe just for example a ten page report 

and that was it, you probably wouldn't be interested in anything else I do. But because I've 

got videos, check sheets, work sheets, mind maps, and I completely over deliver, you are 

then more inclined to be interested in other things I do.  

Karen is asking "did you say there are affiliate commissions on Partnership To Success also?" 

Yes there is Karen, and actually Partnership members have earned commissions aswell. 

That's another webinar for another day. 

But what I want to point out, I've added over 5,000 buyers to my mailing list. This is what a 

lot of people don't get, let's just strip away all of the money here and look at Simple Traffic 

Solutions. The fact I sold it for $4.95, yes it's earned $28,000 in sales, but the 5,000 buyers 

are worth a lot more than that. Sometimes when I'm teaching people how to create 

products, a lot of the time there will come the point where we get to the discussion where 

how much will you sell your product for, and I tend to tell people to sell for a low price. You 

know $5, $6, $7, $10 max, and sometimes that shocks people, because they think 'well I'm 

not going to make any money', 'what if I only sell 500 copies at $5'. I think that's $2,500, and 

maybe they had dreams of selling 1,000 copies at $47 or whatever. A couple of reasons I go 

low priced is the way the market is at the moment it's very hard to sell, once you get past 

$27 on the front end it's very hard, but you want to be putting as many buyers on the list as 

possibly. I'd rather sell 1,000 copies at $5, than let's say 600 copies at $10, even thought the 

600 copies would bring in more money. The fact that you're bringing in nearly twice as many 

buyers would make a difference in the long term. Do you guys get that, it's just the money 

you bring in, it's the buyers you add to your mailing list.  

Vance is asking, "do you have a recording if the IM Advantage webinar which affiliates can 

send people and get commissions for any resulting sales from that?" 

Yeah Vance I can talk about that at the end, yes I do. 



Kevin is asking "can over delivering become bloated unless it's revaluated throughout?" 

I suppose so Kevin yeah, obviously you don't just want to maybe let's say for example put 

tonnes of resale rights products in your members area and expect people to think that's 

value, obviously you want to try and make sure the content you deliver is the best you 

possibly can. That's the thing with Simple Traffic Solutions, like I said I spent three months 

putting that content together. I made sure it was the best content, the best traffic 

generation course I could put together is Simple Traffic Solutions, I can't think of any other 

thing I could add to that at the moment. In the future obviously I will maybe have more 

methods and ideas which I will add, but at the time of selling that product it couldn't get any 

better as far as I was concerned.  

Scott is asking a very good question, "if you had not used affiliates what would a realistic 

sales figure be?" 

I'm guessing, on my own, probably about 20% of what you're looking at or maybe less, 

maybe less. Your affiliates do most of the work, when you put a product together there's 

only so much traffic you can drive yourself. Unless you find a way to spend $10,000 per 

week on Google Ads or Facebook ads and get that to convert, you'll struggle to get the 

traffic yourself. You can get some traffic and you can get some sales, but to get these sort of 

figures you definitely need to get some affiliates on board. I can't think of any other way, 

unless you're an absolute whizz with pay per click advertising.  

Bill is putting a good point across here, "this is the magic with this type of marketing which 

you do so well, at the bottom of it you have provided a service which is affordable to many 

and that exposes them to the quality of your teaching". 

That's actually a very good point Bill, if you get people in and they like what you do 

obviously they are going to want more.  

James is just asking there "the importance of buyers as oppose to prospects is a subtle point, 

very important". 

Yeah I believe a buyer is worth ten prospects, because a buyer is someone who is prepared 

to spend money, simple as. While you don't want to be abusing the privilege you have to 

email buyers, you want to be obviously delivering content, you'll find that if you do things 

right when you email just a buyer list the difference is absolutely huge. 

Phil is asking "is it a good idea to create membership sites for video products?" 

You don't have to be creating membership sites and password protecting them, you can just 

have download links, but if you want to protect your content then yes create a membership 

site.  

Ken is asking "is there a particular membership software that you use?" 



I use Wish List, I'll put a link under the recording once it goes in the members area.  

Okay, I'll maybe get the next part out of the way then we'll do some more questions.  

So that is the results. Now if I show you my Click Bank account, this is live, that's what it's 

brought in so far.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Like I say the figures I read out you're not going to see on here because obviously affiliates 

take a big cut, and the Partnership To Success for example is still to come in. I think I've 

done over $30,000 that I've put in the bank so far, probably a lot more because I don't think 

the first week is included here. But that's my Click Bank account there, and that's live.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



So let me go back to the buyer list. Like I said, you don't have to have the big coaching 

programs, if you have then that's great, the high ticket stuff. What you want to remember is 

selling things low ticket brings in more buyers. If I can just show you the sort of results I've 

had this month. This is just a competition for one product I promoted that was Randy 

Smith's product JV competition I won.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another competition, this just ended the other day I think. It's two days time actually so it's 

still going, but I'm currently winning this competition aswell.  



If I can point out Mike Filsaime's MicroModel Business System which I was promoting last 

week with Dave Nicholson, currently tied for second with that and there's some big names 

on here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Obviously I had the mailing list anyway but the fact I've added so many buyers has obviously 

gave me a lot more power when it comes to promoting products.  

Michael Cheney's launch, this actually ended November 22nd, I won that competition with 

Dave Nicholson.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



If I can just show you, promoting Michael's product this is the results we had. That's the 

commissions we brought in for that product, and some of that is recurring aswell. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Also a product I've been promoting for Lee McIntyre, a free DVD offer, I don't know if you 

guys seen that. He pays $10 per sale of the free DVD, and that's what I've brought in so far 

promoting that.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So that's phenomenal results, but obviously it's about the list, the buyer list. That's what I 

want you guys to get, I want you to get that yes it's nice to make money on the front end, 

and yes it's nice to make money on the back end, but you need to be building a list from 



everything you do, bringing in a regular income. That's the sort of figures you can do. That's 

from my list and my buyer list.  

George is asking a good question, "how often do you keep in touch with your overall list on 

an ongoing basis?" 

I tend to email usually daily. I never used to, I used to usually email once or twice a week, 

but I found out that the more I seemed to email the more responsive my list become, my 

subscribers. Now I don't email promo after promo after promo, I do put content in, usually 

once a week there's some good content in. Also when I promote a product I offer bonuses, I 

try to educate people, in fact I've just been tonight promoting Alex Jeffrey's product, myself 

and Dave Nicholson have put a bonus together for that. We've put a bonus together for 

Michael Cheney's product, and the big launches I get involved with I tend to put a bonus 

together. So it's not just about promo after promo after promo. 

Now, one of the most important things I believe for the success of my launch was the fact I 

put together a comprehensive JV blog that explained everything. Most marketers put 

together an affiliates page, and usually it's just one page. I'm sure you've seen it where 

you've got one page and you've got to scroll and scroll and scroll, to find the information 

you want. I actually came up with doing this back in April this year when I done my One 

Month Mentor launch, I put together a JV blog just like this, and there's actually a lot of 

other marketers started to do this aswell. I believe having the menu across the top, I'm sure 

you guys will agree, you can find everything you need very quickly. So you don't have to 

scroll and look, "where's my affiliate link?", there it is. "Are there any prizes?" There's the 

prizes. "Is there a leader board?" It's all there for you to see. Obviously I don't mind if 

anybody wants to model that, if anybody wants to model that JV blog for their own 

products then go ahead, it's fine by me.  

Lenny is saying "I'm sorry I don't understand your response", that's to a question he asked 

about getting traffic, "does it mean that this course is not for people to get traffic to the e-

commerce site but only for info products?" 

Most of the methods in Simple Traffic Solutions will work for any site. If you go through the 

methods you'll find the ones that will work for your site. Maybe not every method I teach 

will work, you know has your site got an affiliate program for example, if not you're going to 

be driving all of the traffic yourself. If it has got an affiliate program then you can capitalise 

on the efforts of others, which is very important. If you can put an affiliate program in any of 

your products, I'm talking to everyone here, any sort of system in place where your 

capitalising on the efforts of others driving traffic, then obviously you are going to get a lot 

more traffic.  



Now guys going back to the JV blog. The most important thing I believe on this blog was the 

funnel. That's the funnel laid out there.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upsell 3 and downsell 3 was just an extra offer in the members are for WSO Domination, 

but you can see the main offer is there. $4.95 for Simple Traffic Solutions at 75%, The Inner 

Circle and then obviously the One Month Mentor program. Then we have the live webinar 

sales funnel, which is the Partnership To Success program and that's where I offered 40%. 

What I want to point out aswell, something I haven't got up on a slide, but I was using Click 

Bank's Whitelist feature aswell. Now I know maybe some of you guys may not understand 

what these means, but it means that only approved affiliates can promote the product. With 

Click Bank there is a possibility of people using their ID and overwriting a marketers ID and 

stealing the commissions, this can't happen. Only approved marketers can actually promote 

my product and I think that aswell helped recruit more affiliates because I think some 

affiliates felt they were missing out. So that's something I did. You don't have to do this, I 

would recommend if this was your first or maybe second launch you probably maybe don't 

want to use the Whitelist feature because you need to be making sure you've actually got 

affiliates on board, and the drawback of using this feature is your product isn't appearing in 

the Click Bank market place, so that was one drawback but I was quite confident I was going 

to get enough affiliates on board to promote. I just thought I'd point that out. This link here 



is the only link people need to use, because obviously this drops a cookie, the Simple Traffic 

Solutions drops a cookie for everything else, so I actually make sure that the links were 

available. What I also did was gave affiliates a link to promote the live webinar, just in case 

affiliates wanted to come when the live webinar was about to happen and promote that on 

their own. I also gave a link for affiliates to promote One Month Mentor, just in case they 

wanted to do that. I actually had one guy who had a membership site who only wanted to 

promote One Month Mentor, so I set that link up for him and I decided to add it here. He 

sold over 100 copies, he didn't want to promote Simple Traffic Solutions for some reason 

but obviously it was still a cookie for every other sale that was made. So that's how I 

basically got the affiliates to promote their affiliate link. 

Phil's asking "what would you say to people that recommend giving away our product for 

free to build your list when you're a newbie?" 

You can do that, you can do list swaps, giveaways that sort of thing, but at the end of the 

day if you want to go for something really big you need to be getting affiliates on board. If 

you have an offer, a free offer where you can affiliate, where you can maybe have an upsell 

or a one time offer after people opt-in for the free gift, you would probably find that works 

better, because then affiliates have an incentive to promote. I tend to offer the free gift as a 

downsell, if I go to exit this page (simpletrafficsolutions.com/live), I actually have my free 

gift as an exit pop and that's how I do it. That has actually brought in, something I haven't 

noted for tonight, but that's brought in a few thousand subscribers aswell, people opting in 

for the free traffic package. Then again I push the main product to the people who join this 

list. I hope that makes sense, I sort of went off on one there but to answer the question yes 

it can work, but you always want to try to affiliate your offer. Anything you have for sale, or 

anything you are trying to give away, if you can give affiliates an incentive to promote, 

you're going to get more traffic. Rather than just having a squeeze page where you're 

maybe doing one or two ad swaps and just driving the traffic yourself. 

So we have the sales funnel, and that's the White listing explained, and obviously if you just 

wanted to promoted the webinar that's the link there from the JV blog, and that's at 

simpletrafficsolutions.com/jvblog. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Now what I also did was throughout November I decided to have a JV competition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Obviously I knew I had the backing of some affiliates, I knew I had the back of for example 

Dave Nicholson, Omar had already committed to help me, Michael Cheney, and a couple of 

others, I have a handful of affiliates I can usually depend on for every launch. So I knew that 

there sales alone would cover any prize money. When you're first starting out this is 

something you have a dilemma with, where you think 'should I offer prize money', 'can I 

afford to offer prize money because I don't know if I'm going to get affiliates on board'. If 

you ever get the backing of someone with a big name, or who you know can generate sales, 

then you can afford to give prizes away. If you can't, what you can sometimes do is offer it 

based on sales. So instead of me saying first prize is $1,000, I could say for example if you 

make 100 sales I'll give you a bonus of $500 or whatever it may be. Then you know, because 

you work out your metrics, you work out how much you're going to earn after the affiliate 

takes their cut, and obviously you make sure that you've covered the prize money.  

That's one way to do it, but just having a simple leader board is enough to incentivise 

affiliates. The first leader board I showed you earlier, Randy Smith's leader board, he didn't 

offer any prizes but it still made me mail again because I was second in his competition and I 

wanted to try and get first place. A lot of affiliates want to see their name climb the board, 

so just by having an actual leader board on your page without prizes will be better than no 

leader board at all, and that's what I did with Simple Traffic Solutions. I actually had a top 25 

leader board.  

 

 

 



This leader board is actually a script Omar Martin has created.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It basically scrapes Click Bank, works out how many sales each affiliate has made, and then 

displays them on a leader board. This isn't available yet but it should be available soon, so 

anyone who uses Click Bank, I've had tonnes and tonnes of people ask me about this leader 

board. The beauty of it is that it updates every hour, if I just bring up the December leader 

board you can see it was last updated 35 minutes 32 seconds ago, and the amount of 

affiliates I've had contact me and tell me they can't help checking in every hour to see how 

they are doing, I've had tonnes and tonnes of affiliates do that. So this has had a major 

impact on the amount of affiliates mailing maybe two, three or four times, or maybe even 

more. So again if you can put a real time leader board in place do that, I know JV Zoo has a 

leader board feature and a competition feature so if you use JV Zoo it's something you can 

do. In fact two of the competitions I shower you earlier were from JV Zoo. Having a leader 

board makes a massive, massive difference. 

 

 

 

 

 



I also provided tonnes and tonnes of different affiliate tools. Again this is something a lot of 

marketers don't do for their affiliates. I provided different types of email copy, I also 

provided a lot of fresh email copying every time I updated my blog. Something else I did 

aswell, I just had it on my blog and then I had a text document version.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An affiliate usually won't copy most of your text document word for word, but they will use 

the words to maybe write their own emails. So they will take some of your email and then 

use it, and by putting an email copy in place you're giving affiliates ideas of what to write 

about. Obviously as you can see this one here was about being banned from Google, again 

banned from Google, I was encouraging affiliates to write about the fact I had actually been 

banned from Google because that was bringing in the best results. Instead of just saying 

promote it, write your own email, I was actually suggesting to affiliates what was the best 

way to go.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



I also provided tonnes of different graphics.  

 

 

Facebook graphics, different sized banner ads for different blogs, side banner ads for blogs, 

more banner ads, thank you page graphics because a lot of people like to put graphics on 

thank you pages promoting someone else that's what these graphics are for, transparent 

images for whatever reason would need them. This is actually called a corner peel image, I 

don't know if you've ever seen on a blog where you have it over the corner of a page and it 

peels back, someone actually requested that graphic so I decided to add this to the JV blog. 

So every time someone was asking for something, I was making it available to each affiliate 

and adding it in here. If someone asked for a certain size I would just make it and put it in 

here.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I also added a bonus template, that's basically just the Simple Traffic Solutions template so if 

anyone wants to create their own bonus I'm giving people the template to do that. All you 

have to really do is take your sales page template and use that.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I also offered what I call social media tools. Which are tweets, Facebook posts, I thought I'd 

come up with some witty subjects and try and put those in aswell. I also added some 

Facebook timeline graphics for people who maybe wanted to put them on their Facebook 

groups.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Also I added a blog review, obviously for people who like to do reviews. Again as you can 

see I'm suggesting that you personalise it, because if you just copy and paste it's not going 

to bring the sort of traffic you might hope for. It gives people something they can work with.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I also provided affiliate training and access to Affiliate Promo Formula, which is my own 

product, and this basically teaches people how to promote a product during a product 

launch.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



It's in my interests to give affiliate the training required to get more sales of my product's, so 

that's something else I did aswell, and because of the success of this launch I'm doing it all 

again as I explained earlier.  

I've got another competition going on in December, the prizes aren't as great but they still 

add up to quite a lot, I've got prizes going on for the most sales in December, and more 

importantly I've got the leader board. So because I was still selling tonnes of copies I decided 

to do the whole thing again. I'll keep doing this every month until sales slow right down, so 

hopefully with a bit of luck this could go on for a few more months.  

Phillip is asking "how would I promote products without a list? is this covered in one of your 

courses?" 

The first thing I'd say is start building a list, do something sooner rather than later because 

every day you put off building your list is another day you haven't been building your list. 

Social media is a great way to promote products, your blog is a great way to promote 

products, you don't have to have a list to post to Facebook and do certain things like that, to 

write on your blog, those sort of things. But my advice is to start building a list as soon as 

possible.  

Karen is asking "how did you get the affiliates if your product is not in Click Bank?" 

I build a list of affiliates from every launch I do. If you look at this opt in here 'JV's Whitelist 

your Click Bank ID', when JVs do actually Click Bank their ID they go on my affiliate mailing 

list, and all of my affiliate pages have an opt in form where people can opt in for more 

training, more material, and things like that. So every time I launch a product I've already 

got a list of affiliates from my previous launches, I think I've got a list of about 2,300 

affiliates after duplicates. I can email 2,300 people every time I launch a product, and that 

number is growing all of the time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I just want to point out guys I actually wrote about, obviously with the success of my launch, 

I actually wrote about this on my blog. If you just go to johnthornhill.com/blog you'll find the 

post dated December 3rd.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I didn't share what I'm sharing with you guys tonight, but I thought I'd share what I'd 

learned over the years about recruiting affiliates. This is actually a good read aswell so 

should you guys want to read that, I just want to point out aswell if you look at the Share 

Bar which I talk about in Simple Traffic Solutions, this post has already been shared 101 

times, liked 31, and tweeted. It's very well worth having on your blog. I think Dan talked 

about this last month aswell when he was talking about blogging. 

This is the sort of thing I do, I try and give value to every subscriber, so that's what I did. 

That's the launch basically broken down, and it's still going on. If I just go back to Click Bank, 

obviously the competition ended on the 30th, but we're still bringing in some days over 

$1,000. We're having $500+ days, it's unbelievable. I'm still shocked by the amount of sales 

still coming in. I think aswell what I've learned is people always want to learn how to drive 

traffic, every website owner out there isn't going to say no to driving more traffic, and that's 

what I've learned. So my advice guys if you can come up with any traffic guides, any ways of 

getting traffic, it's certainly a good area to get into. Don't think everyone else has already 

done this, if you look at Simple Traffic Solutions and the methods I actually use, I'm guessing 

you use most of them anyway. It's just the fact that a lot of people don't realise, I think a lot 

of people look for traffic secrets when there really isn't any. So if you can come up with two 

or three methods that get 100 visitors per day, create a product and put it out there. What 



I've tried to do aswell, I'm trying to mention to affiliates if you can promote my product in 

your sales funnel, you can promote it in your auto responder series, on your thank you page, 

that's what I'm trying to do aswell. I'm trying to encourage affiliates to promote long term. 

In fact if I go back to my home page it doesn't stop here, I'm saying here 'because of the 

success I've launched another competition, keep driving the traffic' and I'm hoping that's 

going to keep happening and will keep the traffic coming for months to come.  

Scott's asking "how do you manage duplicate signups for each affiliate opt in list?" 

When you email your lists with Aweber, Aweber will automatically if someone is on two lists 

they won't send that person two emails. So if someone is on two of my affiliate lists they will 

only receive one email. That's how it works.  

Kevin is asking "what is your total cost, graphics etc?" 

That is a good question. Wishlist, I'd never use Wishlist before, $297, but obviously I can 

create as many sites as I want with that from now on. Optimise press I believe is $97 I'd 

never used that before. All of the graphics including the sales page I'm guessing about $700-

$800, but you don't have to go for a graphical sales page I just invested in that because I'd 

use graphical sales pages before, but if you just want to go for simple headers and footers 

and do that page yourself you can get that done for about $100. All in I'm probably looking 

at about maybe just over $1000, but a lot of those costs I won't have to make again, for 

example Wishlist. At the end of the day you can launch a product and don't have to spend 

anywhere near that, it's just over the years I've learned what's going to work better, and 

that's why I invest the money I do. It's mostly your time, there's quite a lot of hours gone 

into putting all of this together, the membership site, the upsells, getting things agreed with 

Click Bank. A lot of man hours have gone into this, maybe one hundred man hours or more, 

putting the slides together, putting the presentations together that sort of thing. Again it's 

not something you have to spend ages doing. For example you could write a traffic report in 

a few days, you could write a quick sales page, maybe put it on the warrior forum as WSO, 

use JV Zoo, and you could bring in tens of thousands of dollars. I've seen it happen. So it 

doesn't have to take months and you don't have to spend a fortune, I just put a lot into this 

launch. The main reason I just want to point out aswell, the main reason I put the traffic 

product together is because when I ran a survey my subscribers were telling me that's what 

they wanted to learn the most. So I knew I had a good product that they wanted to buy, 

because they were telling me.  

Right guys I'm going to wrap it up there, the recording will be in the members area if you 

came in late in the next 24-48 hours. This will probably be the last one this year, but you 

never know we might do another one in  couple of works, but if not it's going to be in the 

new year. So I'll be speaking to you guys in the Facebook group, I'll be speaking to some of 

you guys personally through consultations, but if I don't see you until the next webinar 

Merry Christmas and have a happy new year. 


